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Abstract—This paper focuses on the capacity of peer-to-peer
relay communications wherein the transmitter are assistedby
an arbitrary number of parallel relays, i.e. there is no link
and cooperation between the relays themselves. We detail the
mathematical model of different relaying strategies including
cutset and amplify and forward strategies. The cutset upper
bound capacity is presented as a reference to compare another
realistic strategy. We present its outer region capacity which is
lower than that in the existing literature. We show that a multiple
parallel relayed network achieves its maximum capacity by virtue
of only one relay or by virtue of all relays together. Adding a
relay may even decrease the overall capacity or may do not
change it. We exemplify various outer region capacities of the
addressed strategies with two different case studies. The results
exhibit that in low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) environments the
cutset outperforms the amplify and forward strategy and this is
contrary in high SNR environments.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Wireless channels suffer from many factors, e.g. shadowing,
fading, co-channel interference and adjacent interference that
decrease the performance of the communication in terms of
capacity. Cooperative communications are recently proposed
as techniques to increase the system capacity and diversitygain
in wireless networks. Multi-hop relaying networks allow wire-
less terminals to aid a transmission of information betweena
transmitter and a corresponding destination. Such a relaying
can be applied in ad-hoc networks to realize a transmission
between two far wireless nodes in order to increase the
coverage and the throughput in terms of energy consumption
and capacity [1]. The deployment of relaying communications
realize a cost effective communications by minimizing the
requirements for fixed infrastructures.

The most well-known relaying schemes areamplify and
forward (AF), decode and forward (DF) and compress and
forward (CF) [2]. In AF strategy, the relay nodes do not
regenerate a new code word, or equivalently there is no
decoder or encoder at the relays. On the other hand, in DF
and CF schemes, the relay nodes regenerate a new code word
and there are encoder and decoder at each relay node. The
AF scheme is less complex than that DF and CF and for this
much contributions are focused on that. The max-flow min-cut
(cutset) theorem introduces the most general coding strategy
and its upper bound capacity is larger than that of DF and CF
strategies [2]. Although the performance of relaying wireless
communications with AWGN channels is extensively studied
in terms of error probability and power allocation, but there
are few remarkable contributions around information theoretic
aspects of point-to-point multiple relayed communications.

Aref in his Ph.D. dissertation [3] formulated the cutset
upper bound for the case of point-to-point connection through
multiple relays. Zhang in [4] established the capacity of
the relay channel when the channel from the relay to the
destination is a noiseless channel of fixed capacity allowing
the relay sending additional information to the destination.
Gastparet al. in [2] introduce information theoretic aspects
of a point-to-point connection using multiple parallel relays
wherein each transceiver has multiple antennas.

In this paper, we treat the upper bound capacity of a peer-
to-peer communication with multiple “parallel” relays wherein
there is no cooperation among relays. We investigate the upper
bound capacity of point-to-point cooperative communication
assisted by more than one relay in particular by a bank of
R “parallel” relays. As the number of relays increases, more
radio resources and more degrees of freedom can be jointly
utilized to assist the source transmission. We detail the math-
ematical model of different relaying schemes and introducea
capacity upper bound of each of them. We will show that in
such a reliable network, the upper bound capacity is achieved
by either only one relay or by all relays together. We present
the information-theoretic perspective, and outer range capacity
of different relayed communication scenarios, using the cutset
theorem , and also applying known AF relaying protocol. The
main focus of this paper is to derive the highest achievable data
rate of the transmitter, applying different strategies at the relay
nodes. We will show that increasing the number of relays does
not necessarily raise the upper bound of the capacity region,
and may even decrease data rate and harmfully increase the
network cost in terms of power expenditure.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. First, in
Sec. II we describe the channel model of a multiple parallel
relayed point-to-point communication. The cutset theoremis
used in Sec. III. The following section is devoted to AF
strategy. We exemplify the results in Sec. V. Finally, we
conclude in Sec. VI.

Notation 1: We use the same notation as that in [5].

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We study a cooperative network that consists of one source
s, one destinationd, and an arbitrary number of parallel relays
belonging to setR = [1, . . . , r, . . . , R]. We assume there
is no link between relays and the communication is full-
duplex mode, so that relay assisted transmissions must be
conducted over one phase and all channels are always busy.
The cooperative network of Fig. 1 consists of2R+2 alphabet
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Fig. 1. One source, multiple parallel relays, one destination cooperative
communication network.

spaces:Xs at the transmitter’s encoder,Xr and Yr at each
relay r, and finallyYd at the destination’s decoder.

The sent messagews is a sequence of sub-messages
w1

s , . . . , w
b
s, . . . , w

B
s uniformly drawn from a message set with

sizen and rateRs represented byWs = {0, 1, ..., 2nRs − 1}.
First, the transmitter encodes the messagews in a symbol
sequenceXs[1]

(
w1

s

)
, . . . , Xs[B]

(
wB

s

)
under the constraint

that E{X2
s} ≤ ps, with E{Xs} = 0. Each Xs[b]

(
wb

s

)

represents thebth random Gaussian codeword in the alphabet
spaceXs. In each block with indexb, the Xs[b]

(
wb

s

)
is

broadcast to the destination and to all relays. A noisy version
of the transmitted signal approaches the relayr as:

Yr[b] =
√

hsr Xs[b]
(
wb

s

)
+ Zr (1)

whereZr ∼ N
(
0, σ2

w

)
is additive white Gaussian noise at the

proper relay. At the same time, each relayr executes a function
of Yr → Xr. That is, every relayr processes the received
signal in the previous block index, generates a new signal
and then forward the new symbolXr[b]

(
wb−1

s

)
to destination.

The informationXr[b]
(
wb−1

s

)
is the output of the relayr’s

deterministic function that depends on the specific cooperative
strategy whose inputs are the previous received signals:

Xr[b]
(
wb−1

s

)
= f b

r (Yr [b− 1], Yr[b− 2], ..., Yr[1]); (2)

Each relayr has its own individual power constraint as
E{X2

r} ≤ pr. The symbolXr[b]
(
wb−1

s

)
is forwarded to the

destination simultaneously with broadcasting a new symbolby
the source. The receive signal at the destination is given by:

Yd[b]=
√

hsdXs[b]
(
wb

s

)
+
∑

r∈R

√

hrdXr[b]
(
wb−1

s

)
+Zd (3)

whereZd ∼ N
(
0, σ2

w

)
. The decoding function at the desti-

nation is a Gaussian de-mapping function ofYd → Ws with
error probability:

Pn
e = 2−nRs ·

∑

w
s

Pr {ŵs 6= ws|ws was sent} (4)

based on the assumption that the messages are independent,
and uniformly distributed over the alphabet spaceWs. The
minimum rateRs is achievable if there exists a sequence of
code

(
n, 2nRs

)
for which Pn→∞

e is arbitrarily close to zero.

To go on with our analysis, we define the parameterρsr
as the correlation between the output sequences ofXs and

Xr wherer ∈ R, i.e. ρsr =
E{XsXr}

√

E{X2
s}E{X2

r}
, and using

a similar formulation, we represent the parameterδrr′ as the
correlation between the outputs of two relay nodesr, r′ ∈ R,
i.e. the statistical correlation betweenXr andXr′ .

III. C UTSET UPPER BOUND

To compute the achievable cutset capacity of Fig. 1 coopera-
tive network, we resort on the general representation of Aref’s
tool [3, Th. 3.4].

Proposition 1: [3, Th. 3.4] A network consisting of one
transmitter, multiple relays, and one destination satisfies:

Ccutset(s;R; d) = sup
p(xs,xR)

min
T ⊆R

{I (Xs XT ; Yd YT C |XT C )}
(5)

where maximization is subject to the power constraints defined
by the network, and the channel conditionp(yd yR |xs xR).

�

The aim of Prop. 1 is to find the minimum data flow between
the source and receiver via one of the

∑R
r=0

(
R
r

)
possible

relay selections. There are2R possibilities to select subset
T ⊂ R, known asnetwork cuts. In Eq. 5, suppose the mutual
information term achieves its minimum with anA ⊆ R, i.e.
Ccutset(s;R; d) = sup

p(xs,xR)

I (XsXA ; YdYAC |XAC ). This

means that the members ofA are in a sufficiently good
conditions to (perfectly) receive signals from the transmitter
rather than to deliver signals to the destination. On the other
hand, the relays inAC are in a good positions to (error freely)
convey signals to the destination.

The relation stated in Prop. 1 was proved in a general case
where the relays are physically connected to each other. For
the cooperative network scenario of Fig. 1, where there is
no cooperation among the relays, references [6]–[8] represent
remarkable contributions for which concern the maximum
achievable capacity. In [7, Sec. 5.4] and [6, Sec. 3.2.2]
only two broadcast(T = ∅) and multiple-access(T = R)
cuts have been considered and the power constraint was not
identified for each node. In the present work, for the scenario
of Fig. 1, first we demonstrate thatCcutset(s;R; d) takes
the maximum when the Gaussian variablesXR are fully
correlated, i.e.δrr′ = 1 ∀r, r′ ∈ R. Then, we approach the
upper bound capacity considering all2R network cuts.

Theorem 1: In the network of Fig. 1, theCcutset(s;R; d)
takes the maximum value when the Gaussian variablesXR

are fully correlated.
Proof: We expand Eq. 5 as:

I (Xs XT ; Yd YT C |XT C ) =

= H(Yd YT C |XT C )−H(Yd YT C |XRXs) .

In the second term,H(Yd YT C |XRXs) is not a function of
δrr′ . To prove the theorem, it is enough to show that the
maximum of H(Yd YT C |XT C ) is achieved whenδrr′ = 1
∀ r, r′ ∈ R, irrespective of the valueρsr. This is somehow



obvious for Gaussian random variables because conditioning
reduces entropy except the case of fully correlated given
variables condition. That isH(A|B) ≥ H(A|B,C) , with
equality wheneverB and C are fully correlated, orA is
conditionally independent ofC given B, i.e. A ↔ B ↔ C.

The following results can be derived from Theorem 1. First,
it is reasonable if we assume the same correlation coefficient
betweenXs and everyXrs. Thus, in the rest of this section,
we supposeρ = ρsr ∀ r ∈ R. The second result is that
Σ[Y|XR] = Var(Y|Xr).

In the following, we find a general formula, considering all
2R cuts, for a relayed communication consisting of one source,
multiple parallel relays and one destination where each node
has its own individual power constraint.

Theorem 2: For one source, multiple parallel relays, one
destination network, the cutset upper bound of Prop. 1 is
shortened to:

Ccutset(s;R; d) = sup
p(xs,xR)

min

{

min
r∈R

{I (Xs ; Yd Yr|Xr)};

I (Xs XR ; Yd)

}

(6)

Proof: The second term is the multiple-access capacity of
all relays and the source node at the destination, i.e.T = R.
To prove the theorem, it is enough to show that the following
equality holds:

min
T (R

{I (Xs XT ; Yd YT C |XT C )} = min
r∈R

{I (Xs ; Yd Yr|Xr)}.

The expansion of the left-hand side gives:

I (Xs XT ; Yd YT C |XT C ) =

I (XT ; Yd YT C |XT C )
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(1)= 0

+ I (Xs ; Yd YT C |XR)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

(2)

(1) : I (XT ; Yd YT C |XT C ) =
1

2
log2

Σ[Yd YT C |XT C ]

Σ[Yd YT C |XR]
=

=
1

2
log2

Σ[Yd YT C |Xr∈T C ]

Σ[Yd YT C |Xr∈T C ]
= 0.

(2) : I (Xs ; Yd YT C |XR) = I (Xs ; Yd YT C |Xr)

Until now, we demonstrated that:

min
T (R

{I (Xs XT ;Yd YT C |XT C )}= min
T (R

{I (Xs;Yd YT C |Xr)}

SinceT is every strictly subset ofR, it is clear to conclude
that:

min
T (R

{I (Xs ; Yd YT C |Xr)} = min
r∈R

{I (Xs ; Yd Yr|Xr)}.

The result of Eq. 6 is the minimum value betweenR+1 mu-
tual information terms. The first term of theCcutset(s;R; d) is
the broadcast capacity from the source node to the destination
and the relay with which has the minimum information flow
rate. The second term is the multiple-access capacity of all
relays and the transmitter from the destination point of view.

The novel result of Theorem 2 is:the upper bound cutset
capacity of a point-to-point multiple parallel relayed network
is achieved either using one relay only or using all relays
together. If all relays are in good conditions to transmit signals
to the destination rather than to receive signals from the source,
Ccutset(s;R; d) = Ccutset(s; r; d) whereinr is the relay with
which the source node achieves the smallest broadcast capacity
of I (Xs ; Yd Yr|Xr). In such a network the existence of all
others relays is useless. On the other hand, if all relays are
in good conditions to receive data from the transmitter rather
than to convey signals to the destination, theCcutset(s;R; d)
is achieved with maximization of the multiple-access capacity
of all relays and the source node at the destination, i.e.
I (Xs XR ; Yd). As can be seen, the capacity of the broadcast
term of Ccutset(s;R; d) is much less than that presented by
[6, Sec. 3.2.2] and [7, Sec. 5.4]. This is because, [6] and [7]
consider only two broadcast and multiple-access cuts rather
than all2R possible cuts.

At this point, we recall some useful equalities relevant to
the equations of Fig. 1, withδrr′ = 1 ∀ r, r′ ∈ R. To review
the algebraic manipulation of the following formulas see [9,
Ch. 5].

Var (Yd) = hsdps +
∑

r∈R

2ρ
√

hsdpshrdpr+

+
∑

r∈R

∑

r′∈R

√

hrdprhr′dpr′ + σ2
w (7a)

Σ[YdYr|XR]=Σ[YdYr|Xr]=(hsd+hsr) ps
(
1−ρ2

)
+σ2

w

(7b)

Σ[YdYr|XRXs] = Σ[YdYr|XrXs] = σ2
w (7c)

Σ[Yd|XRXs] = σ2
w (7d)

In the following we introduce the capacity of the cooperative
framework depicted by Fig. 1 with Gaussian channels.

Theorem 3: The AWGN cutset upper bound of the capacity
one source, multiple parallel relays is:

Ccutset(s;R; d)= sup
−1≤ρ≤1

min

{

min
r∈R

{

C

(
Σ[YdYr|Xr]−σ2

w

σ2
w

)}

, C

(
Var (Yd)− σ2

w

σ2
w

)}

which is calculated using Eqs. 7.
Proof:

I(Xs ; Yd Yr|Xr) =
1

2
log2

Σ[YdYr|Xr]

Σ[YdYr|XrXs]
=

=
1

2
log2

Σ[YdYr|Xr]

σ2
w

= C

(
Σ[YdYr|Xr]− σ2

w

σ2
w

)

;

I(Xs XR ; Yd) =
1

2
log2

Var (Yd)

Σ[Yd|Xs XR]
=

=
1

2
log2

Var (Yd)

σ2
w

= C

(
Var (Yd)− σ2

w

σ2
w

)

.

If all relays are much closer to the destination than source
node, or equivalentlyγsr<γrd ∀ r∈R, thenCcutset(s;R; d)=



Ccutset(s; r; d) wherein r is the relay with the weakestγsr
channel. This means that the others relays make only “crowd”
and increase the overall power consumption. In such a relay
assisted network the supremum is achieved withρ = 0. On the
other hand, if all relays are located in the contrary positions,
i.e. they are much closer to the transmitter than destination,
Ccutset(s;R; d) is achieved with the multiple-access term (the
second term) and the supremum is achieved whenXs andXR

are fully correlated, i.e.ρ = 1.
In a multiple parallel relay network wherein all relays are

well located to correctly receive signals from the transmitter,
i.e. γsr > γrd, the Ccutset(s;R; d) dominates the parallel
channels capacity that isC(γsd+

∑

r∈R γrd). This is because
Gaussian variablesXR are fully correlated. In such a reliable
network, adding a new relay, always close to the source node,
expands the upper bound of the cutset capacity region, up to
the number of relays until which the multiple-access capacity
does not exceed that broadcast (the first term).

Another interesting result of the Theorem 3 is:adding a
new relay does not always increase the cutset upper bound
capacity. In a one source-multiple parallel relays-one destina-
tion system, locating a new relay very close to the destination
may decrease the upper bound capacity, and adding a new
relay very close to the transmitter may do not change upper
bound capacity.

IV. A MPLIFY AND FORWARD TECHNIQUE

In a reliable network applying AF technique, the relays do
not have any code space. There exist two Gaussian codebooks:
Xs at the source’s encoder, andYd at the destination’s decoder.
Suppose a transmit messagews which is a sequence ofB
sub-messagesw1

s , ..., w
b
s, ..., w

B
s and each sub-messagewb

s is
uniformly drawn fromWs = {0, 1, ..., 2nRs−1}. Each sub-
messagewb

s is separately encoded toXs[b]
(
wb

s

)
under the

constraint thatE{X2
s} ≤ ps. In each block indexb, each relay

r scales the amplitude of the analog observed signalYr[b− 1]
as:

Xr[b]
(
wb−1

s

)
= αr[b].Yr[b− 1]

= αr[b].
(√

hsr Xs[b− 1]
(
wb−1

s

)
+ Zr

) (8)

wherein the amplification factorαr is chosen so as to satisfy
the proper relay’s power constraint. Each relay node has its
own power constraint asE{X2

r} ≤ pr. We assume all channels
are slow time-varying. So that we can assumeαr[b] = αr and

|αr|2 ≤ pr
σ2
w + hsrps

(9)

As can be seen, ifσ2
w + hsrps ≫ pr the (amplification of

the) relayr is useless. Replacing Eq. 8 into (3), the received
signal at the destination is:

Yd[b]=
√

hsd Xs[b]
(
wb

s

)
+
∑

r∈R

|αr|
√

hsrhrdXs[b−1]
(
wb−1

s

)

+
∑

r∈R

|αr|
√

hrdZr + Zd (10)
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Fig. 2. Point-to-point two relayed communication network scenario.

The relay nodes do not regenerate any new code, and
consequently the complexity of this scheme is low. Since every
relay node amplifies whatever it receives, including noise,it
is mainly useful in high SNR environments. Increasing the
amplification factorα increases the noise of inter symbol
interference (ISI) at the destination, and also significantly
increase the noise of inter carrier interference (ICI) where there
is only one antenna at the destination. The relay should thus
transmit with an appropriate power where the network is able
to adjust the power of the relay. By Eq. 10, the maximum data
rate of the AF scheme is formulated as:

CAF (s;R; d) =

C

((√
hsd +

∑

r∈R |αr|
√
hsrhrd

)2
.ps

(
1 +

∑

r∈R |αr|2hrd

)
σ2
w

)

(11)

Reference [10, p. 46] demonstrates that under the condition
|αr| ≤ γsr, the CAF (s;R; d) outperforms the capacity of the
maximal ratio combining (MRC) technique that is:

CMRC(s;R; d) = C

(

γsd +
∑

r∈R

γsr γrd
γsr + γrd

)

(12)

V. CASE STUDY

Here, we illustrate the various outer region bounds of a
point-to-point multiple relayed communication with Gaussian
channels wherein the transmitters, two relays r, and the
destinationd are located as depicted in Fig. 2. We assume a
vertical equidistance ofdr between two relays and thes → d
direct-link. The path condition valueshsr = hrd = hsd = 1
are scaled with respect to Notation 2 in [5]. First, we exper-
iment a high SNR environment and suppose that the source
and destination are located at a distance ofdsd = 1m, and
the relays are located in vertical distances ofdr = 0.1m
and they are simultaneously and horizontally moving from
dsr = −0.5m to dsr = 1.5m. Fig. 3 plots various data rates
for ps = pr = 100mW, andσ2

w = 1µW. The curve labeled
AF shows the outer region of AF strategy with the largest
possible scaling factorαr in Eq. 9. We studied a point-to-
point communication relayed by only one intermediate node
in [5] and here we use the same parameters. The curve labeled
ρ plots a particular value of the correlation coefficient which
is the same as [5, Fig. 4]. As the relays moves toward the
destination the received signal at the relay becomes weaker
and this significantly reduces AF data rate. The comparison
of Fig. 3 to [5, Fig. 4] reveals that when the relays are close to
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the transmitter, the data rates of two-relays network exhibits
almost 25% higher performance. On the contrary, when the
relays are close to the destination, data rate is equal to that of
the one-relay network in [5, Fig. 4]. This is because, in such
a situation the maximum cutset data rate of coding techniques
is achieved by one relay only.

Now, we consider a point-to-point relayed connection in
a low SNR regime. The transmitter and the destination
are placed at a distance ofdsd = 500m, and the relays
are simultaneously and horizontally moving in a range of
dsr = −100÷ 600m with vertical distance ofdr = 10m.
Fig. 4 plots various data rates forps = pr = 100mW,
σ2
w = 1µW, and the sameαr as the previous simulation.
We draw a different experimental function for correlation

value which is the curve labeledρ, and that is the same as the
correlation function in [5, Fig. 5]. From Fig. 4, it is clearly
derived that, like in the one-relay network, the AF technique
is not quite useful in a low SNR network, whereas MRC
technique performs much better than AF. Our experiments in a
given scenario with different parameters reveals that reducing

the amplification factor does not increase the AF data rate.
The comparison between Fig. 4 and [5, Fig. 5] shows that the
data rates of coding techniques in two-relays network is almost
50% higher than those of one-relay network. This means that
adding a new relay in a low SNR network is much more
useful than that in a high SNR network. Like one-relay case
in [5, Fig. 5], in a low SNR scene, the cutset technique shows
significant higher rate than the relay off mode.

VI. SUMMARY

We studied point-to-point communications aided by mul-
tiple parallel relays with full-duplex signaling and AWGN
channels. We focused on finding the maximum achievable
capacity applying cutset and AF relay strategies. First, we
showed that, in coding strategy, the maximum data rate is
achieved when the output signals of the relays are fully
correlated. The first novel result is that the maximum source
to destination cutset flow rate is approached by either only one
relay or all relays together.

Like in the single-relay networks, the performance of mul-
tiple parallel relays channels basically depends upon boththe
strategy of the relays and their positions. If all relays are
located so as to perfectly receive signals from the source,
the maximum capacity is limited by the weakest source-to-
relay channel data rate. In this situation, the others relays
can be turned off. Placing a relay very far from the source
node can even decrease the source to destination direct-link
capacity. On the other hand, when all relays are located so as
to perfectly deliver signals to the destination, the maximum
capacity is equal to the multiple-access capacity of all relays
at the destination. In such a network, adding a new relay may
expand the outer region of capacity.
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